Abstract. Maritime moving targets continuation observation has important implications to maintain the safety of the navigation barrier. Existing methods either rely on satellite observations, or only rely on UAV observations. Even though the two cooperative observations, it confined to a simple task allocation. They did not solve the problem of maritime moving targets continuation observation. On the basis of difference between satellites observation and UAV observation, we constructed the aerospace collaborative continuation observation model for maritime moving target, and put forward aerospace collaborative continuation observation strategy (ACCOS) to reduce the complexity of solving the model. According to the spatial and temporal characteristics of the task, ACCOS extracted five sub problems to solve the model: Satellite planning, UAV flight plan, UAV observation sequence, target potential area and distribution probability density prediction, UAV path planning. In order to realize the optimization goal of the model, the five sub problems are modelled and solved in turn. Finally, the simulation results show that the proposed method can greatly reduce the average observation period of the target, and effectively solve the problem of the continuous observation of maritime moving target.
Introduction
Due to the limitation of the horizon, it is difficult to continuously detect the long-range maritime moving target. Only using the upper unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) observation, it will lead to blindly trap into the search for the lack of a priori information; only rely on satellites, it will get a cover on the target about less 20% observation time. Also, optical satellite usually is been affected by meteorological conditions, light illumination condition; and electronic satellite affected by the outside world is weak, but the positioning accuracy is poor, need to cooperate with other observation equipment.
There are many researches about the satellite observations of the moving target, for example, to study the various algorithms for moving target search by satellite [1] , satellite observation area construction [2] , the key technology of the multi satellite cooperation of observation planning [3] and so on. Relevant research to solve the problem of more fully, but the study itself is only limited to similar satellite search or to a stationary target observation, to only complete the target observation. They could not complete the continuous near real time observation of maritime moving targets.
Compared with fixed orbit satellite observation, UAV's observation effect is more flexible and better. It can be regarded as an important supplementary resources of satellite. At present, many research focus on the UAV real-time online planning. UAV research focuses on multi UAV cooperative search method description [4] , multi UAV search path optimization [5] [6] , the exchange of information between planning and search of multi UAV [7] [8] [9] and so on. These research made the assumption for the distribution of the targets that designated search area at first, and then find regional goals. This model is relatively simple, and could not effectively reflect and solve the real problem. For the sea area which is far from the mainland, existing detection method mostly use other means to obtain the target location, and then sent UAV to closely observe, the specific process is to estimate the potential area after finding the target, then to closely detect the targets. The existing methods are only qualitative analysis, and there is no appropriate model to quantify the analysis.
In conclusion, UAV and satellite observations have advantages and disadvantages, but the two can complement each other. Scholars put forward the multiplatform cooperative evolutionary algorithm, which is used to divide the observation mission [10] ; to set up a space cooperation service planning model, the analysis of the aerospace collaborative work principle [11] [12] ; the key technologies of collaborative of the space for the detailed description [13] [14] . But such research also only stay in the assignment of scheduling, they complete the regional division of the platform through the corresponding means, and on this basis, finish task planning of every platform. But their research target is static, and has not formed the true meaning of the joint. For continuous observation of maritime moving target, this paper constructs the collaborative space continuation observation model, puts forward the aerospace collaborative continuation observation strategy (ACCOS) to solve the model. On the basis of temporal characteristics of tasks, there is five sub problem solving models from ACCOS: Satellite planning, UAV flight plan, UAV sequence, target potential area and distribution probability density prediction, UAV path planning. After solving this five problems, getting the observation window of the satellite observation sequence set, UAV observation sequence, path planning results and trigger event time series. From the result, it reduced the average observation period of observation platform, solving the problem of continuous observation of maritime moving target.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section II of the paper, maritime moving targets continuation observation model is provided, along with input, output, constraints and optimization objective. Section III outlines the aerospace collaborative continuation observation strategy. Several case studies are illustrated in Section IV, along with their results. Conclusions and future work are then provided in section V.
Problem description and model

Problem description
The problem is described as continuous observation of maritime moving target. The target moves from single platform observation area to multi-platform observation area. The satellite observation information couldn't meet the needs of the target observations, need to send UAV to the target area, together with the satellite to complete continuous observation of moving targets. Therefore, the problem can be described for the moving target set Tar and satellites, according to the actual intention, send UAV to the target's potential regions to closely observe. In the process of observation, satellite sent observed target information to guide UAV, UAV found the optimal observation path according to the optimization objective, to complete the task of continuous observation for the targets.
Model modelling
Maritime moving targets continuation observation is a complex system engineering. The process involves multiple entity unit, output and constraints. So in this paper, an aerospace collaborative continuation observation model is made to describe the complex problem. Some definition is shown as follow. 
Input
Output
The target's observation windows and location precision set from all satellites:
The observation sequence of
The observation path of target
The trigger event time series:
time is occurrence time of event i event .
Constraints and optimization objective
Optimization objective for the continuous observation of maritime moving targets: Optimization objectives ensure target the average observation period of target is the shortest; Constraints (6) expressed in the UAV into the search, the target cannot enter one's own space; (7) said the satellite's swing angle can not exceed the maximum swing angle; and (8) said each target needs to be observed and belong to a UAV to observe; (9) said that the UAV cannot exceed the farthest cruising range; (10) said UAV cannot exceed the maximum flight time.
Operational research
Aerospace collaborative continuation observation model regards maritime moving target continuation observation problem as mathematical model, but the model itself is complex to solve. In order to overcome this problem, this paper proposes aerospace collaborative continuation observation strategy (ACCOS) to reduce the complexity of the model's solution. This section divided into two parts to study ACCOS: first is the overall aerospace collaborative design framework; the other is the specific description of ACCOS.
Overall design
Under aerospace collaborative maritime moving targets continuation observation involves multiple element, including the satellite, UAV, control center and so on. A complete task decision process usually is made by observe, orient, decide and act, namely the OODA. As time passing by, it constitutes a dynamic cycle. On a maritime moving target continuation observation also follow the OODA process. The design of the overall framework as shown in Fig. 1 . 1 describes the overall framework of maritime moving target continuation observation tasks by aerospace collaborative: 1. electronic observation satellite and optical imaging satellite observe the observation area, transferring the regional information timely to the control center; 2. After satellite's observation information is sent to control center, it identifies suspicious target within the region, analyzes the target intention, judges whether adjust the satellite attitude. According to the relevant constraints, it is necessary to decide whether the UAV should fly closely observation area; 3. Control center send UAV to observation area, setting the UAV track, and planning online; 4. According to the instruction information, UAV fly to the designated location. The cycle is a dynamic closed-loop process, effectively solving maritime moving targets continuation observation problem.
Detailed design
The aerospace collaborative overall design framework is given for maritime moving target continuation observation in last section, describing the information interaction relation between the various units, but have not yet specifically described strategies for each unit, and couldn't give the clear method to solve the model. Therefore, there is detailed analysis of the design for the ACCOS in this section.
Strategy description
ACCOS describes the strategy of various elements on the task timeline, that is, what the problem is, what strategy is been used.
The specific description of ACCOS is as follows.
(1) First, electronic satellite is used to detect the target. If the target is in the observation window, it detects the target and returns the result; otherwise, it continues to wait, and re-start the task.
(2) Secondly, satellite plans is made, according to the type of the next satellite. If it is optical satellite, we will analyse the obtained information, getting next arrival time interval and target potential area, calculating the swing angle of the optical imaging satellite attitude; otherwise, it continues to wait, and re-start the task.
(3) Next, analyzing the situation is essential while making satellite plans. If the analysis result shows that it is necessary to send UAV, the UAV flight plan should be made, including the number of sending UAV and UAV base; otherwise, it continues to wait, and re-start the task.
(4) When we decided to send the UAV, the UAV flight path should be modified according to satellite observations result. If UAV will arrive the target area, it is necessary to analyze the UAV observation sequence analysis; on the contrary, it is well to keep the cruise state and modify the UAV flight path.
(5) After finishing analyzing the UAV observation sequence, we need to determine whether the UAV is near the target. If it is, it is time to predict the distribution probability density of the target area; if not, it is ok to maintain the cruise state, and revise the route.
(6) Finally, when the forecast is over, UAV turns to the search for the target. When there is target which is still not observed in the observation sequence, UAV will turn to the next target observation; when all targets have been observed, UAV turns into the tracking observation, and repeats prediction -search mode. 
Strategy implementation process description
ACCOS describes a complete mission design: from the beginning of the satellite observation, to UAV turning into the target tracking observation. ACCOS contains three planning: satellite-control centre planning (SCP), control centre -UAV planning (CUP), UAV autonomous planning (UAP). SCP contains the interaction between satellites and control centre; CUP contains the interaction between control centre and UAV; UAP shows UAV autonomous planning.
Along with the time axis, ACCOS decomposes problems and reduces the complexity of the model solution. According to the design of the ACCOS, there is five sub problems in the three kinds of planning: satellite planning, UAV flight plan, UAV observation sequence, potential target regions and the distribution probability density , UAV path planning.
(1) Satellite planning. Satellite planning is the beginning of the task, containing many kinds of satellites and control centre, and each satellite observation window is the starting point of the decision. The process specifically described as follows: electronic satellite finds the target in a large range observation area at first; when finding the target, control centre value the target's observation value, to determine whether optical imaging satellite plan to observe this goal, getting satellite observation result. The planning result of this stage is to get the observation window of the satellite to the target.
(2) UAV flight plan. UAV flight plan is the beginning of the UAV planning, containing control centre and UAV. The distance between the target and the base is far away. When UAV flew near the target, the target distribution has been changed. So the control centre needs to decide how much UAV should been send and gives the UAV cruise path. The results of this stage is the number of UAV and the cruise routes planning.
(3) UAV observation sequence. UAV observation sequence is the beginning of UAV searching. In UAV cruise, control centre constantly revises UAV's flight path according to the received information. When the UAV begin to carry out their tasks, control centre will start planning UAV observation sequence containing target assignment and observation sequence planning: the former divides the target into group according to the number of UAV, and the latter plans to get the observation sequence of each UAV for the assigned target. The result of this stage is the result of the target assignment and observation sequence of UAV.
(4) Target potential area and distribution probability density prediction. Getting potential target regions and the distribution probability density is the beginning of UAV autonomous planning. With the cooperation of the satellite, UVA make a reasonable prediction of the target distribution using the received information. The result of this stage is to get potential target regions and the distribution probability density.
(5) UAV path planning. According to the target distribution information predicted by the previous stage, UAV obtains the observation path of the target combining with the optimization goal. The result of this stage is to get UAV path planning for each UAV.
Simulation example and result analysis
At present, less research is in aerospace collaborative continuation observation, while more research is in the collaborative task scheduling. So there is no recognized benchmark test problem set to compare the algorithm running results. In order to verify the applicable and feasible of the method, we uses the STK to set a scene, four sets same orbit altitude electronic satellite and four groups same orbital altitude optical imaging satellite, while the amount of UAV is sufficient.
Algorithm used Visual Studio C + + to achieve and run in microcomputer which is Intel Core 3.40GHz, 4G of memory; Using DBSCAN clustering algorithm with radius parameter 3km H and neighborhood density threshold 1 MinPts ; target assignment is based on UAV number in the task by K-means clustering; single UAV observation sequence and actual flight path calculation used genetic algorithm with the crossover probability that is 0.8 and the mutation probability that is 0.2 calculated by several times; when the maximum evolution algebra or converge to the global optimum is reached, the algorithm stops.
In simulation process of this experiment, control center decided to send three UAVs based on the observation information, cooperating with the satellite to finish target continuation observation. When the satellite observes the target, it update the information to the UAV. Specific simulation response event schedule is shown in In this paper, we use multiple types of satellite observations for the target, and the duration is about 26400s (7h), from the beginning of satellite observation to track the target by UAV. The observation results are shown in Table 2 . Number 1-4 represents satellite electronic observation satellite, and 5-8 means optical imaging satellite; Observation Window is said that target could be observed by satellites in this time; Duration Time represents the size of the observation window; Positioning Accuracy means satellite's capacity where optical is 1 and electronic is 0.
Through the analysis of the results in Table 2 , we could see the lack prediction of satellite observations. By only relying on satellites, coverage of satellite observation is only 20.8%. In this experiment, Target's speed is 50km / h. In the blank space of observation, target's movement range is 1122.2km2, and moving target range is very wide. Therefore, it is essential to use UAV cooperating with satellite for achieving target continuation observation.
After UAV taking-off, according to the target distribution and real distance, control center determine whether to start planning for UAV observation sequence. The simulation of the observation sequence for UAV is shown in Table 3 : Number means the UAV number; Observation Sequence represents UAV observations sequence, and the serial number of the first goal means the UAV search first goal; Flying Time represents the time interval for the target observation. As we can see from the above analysis, due to the different target distribution and UAV observation sequence, observation gaps isn't same and maximum flying time is 130.46s. Compared to satellite observations, UAV observation's accuracy and level of detail has also been improved.
Based on the above analysis, in space cooperation, the ability of two types of resources has been fully applied, improving the average observation period from 2425s to 141.7s, solving the problem that target run into area by only UAV observation.
Conclusion
Because of the different focus of observation type, continuous observation of maritime moving target hasn't been efficiently solved. This paper constructs the maritime moving target continuation observation model, puts forward the aerospace collaborative continuation observation strategy (ACCOS) to solve the model. On the basis of temporal characteristics of tasks, getting sub problem solving models from ACCOS: Satellite planning, UAV flight plan, UAV sequence, target potential area and distribution probability density prediction, UAV path planning. After solving this five problems, we get the observation window of the satellite observation sequence set, UAV observation sequence, path planning results and trigger event time series. From the result, we found that it improved the average observation period.
